Circular 1609

Sub: Admissions to IMU's U.G Programmes, those who have passed from the National Institute of Open Schooling, and students who have passed their Class XII Examination in compartments/improvement mode.

Ref: AC Resolution in Agenda Item No.AC 2015-14-12.

* * * * *

The Academic Council in its 14th Meeting held on 20-11-2015, resolved to accept candidates who have passed their Class XII examination under the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) for admissions to IMU’s UG Programmes since NIOS is one among the School Boards approved by the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India.

The Academic Council also resolved to accept "Improvement Candidates" (i.e those who had secured less than 60% marks overall in Physics-Chemistry-Mathematics (PCM) in Class XII examination and had taken the examination again in order to improve their marks and secured more than 60% in PCM) and/or "Compartmental Candidates" (i.e, those who had failed in one or more subjects in Class XII examination and had appeared in the examination again, and passed) subject to the condition that such Improvement/ Compartmental candidates should have reappeared in the examinations conducted by the same Board; in other words candidates who had changed the Boards (e.g., from CBSE to NIOS) are not eligible.
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